LIBERALISM  AND  THE  MONARCHY
of 1813 was a fine monument of social order/' and there was
no need for " any other principles of monarchical and con-
stitutional liberty than those admitted in England," but by
the side of this somewhat blind admiration for things English
lies a wealth of shrewd comment and clear insight; she sees,
for instance, that as soon as it is no longer strictly bound
by the constitution the English Government is liable to the
same abuses that mark uncontrolled power all the world over.
She realizes that freedom ultimately depends on the freedom
of the Press and the publicity of finance, and really consists
in the reign of public opinion—going in this a good deal
beyond some of the more official representatives of Liberal
thought1
Liberal unanimity on the Revolution as an event in the
past gave way, however, to serious divergencies when it came
to pronouncing on the relation of the Revolution to the
present day. Is the Revolution over? Has it exhausted its
task, and is its recurrence a danger to be zealously guarded
against? "Yes," says Guizot, " I hold the Revolution to be
complete and more than complete. A change of dynasty
would now (circa 1820) be a great evil and a great danger—
what matters is to expel the revolutionary spirit which is
still tormenting France and to practise the free regime she
now possesses," and he denounces elsewhere those Liberals
" who prefer Revolution to freedom, who are concerned to
defend indiscriminately the whole of the Revolution, and who
lend their support to those factions who are working for the
overthrow of the restored Monarchy." Remusat on the other
hand saw in 1830 the logical completion of the Revolution—
not till then had its essential aims been established—namely,
equality in the social order and representation in the political.
The clearest statement of what may be termed Left-wing
Liberalism is given by Broglie. " Without despising or running
down the ancien regime" he writes in his Souvenirs, "I held
as futile any attempt to set it up again. Both by heart and by
conviction I belonged to the new society. I sincerely believed
in its indefinite progress; and while hating the revolutionary
1 Considerationt) vol. iii. passim.
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